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1 

2,759,538 
‘WINDOW‘SCREEN STRUCTURE 

a Lester F. Long,- Rio - Grande,‘ NaJ. 

' Application vAugust‘31, "1953,.'Serial§No.7377,73‘7 

‘ 4' Claims. (Cl.I160'-'-379) 

.(Grantedunder Title 35, U.’ S. Code (1952), sec.i266) 

The invention Tdescribed ‘' herein‘ may '1 "be “manufactured 
and 'usedi‘by or for‘ theGovernment‘ofthe United‘istates 
of America for governmental purposes without‘ thejpay 
"ment of any royalties-thereon 'or'therefor. 

‘This invention'pertains to the art of screens ‘andi’the 
like‘ for window openings ‘thatpermitf'air passage through 20 
"a window and prevent’bugs'and- the like undesired"things 
Y-from" entering, and‘in which-a panel ‘ofsCreen-‘fabric'FiS 
~‘S6Cll1‘6d-?t‘it8 edges‘ to a frame that ?ts-'the'win‘d‘owbpen 
mg. 
iThe'presentinvent-ion is directed to‘the-‘structure of the 

screen, zand-particularly to structure of the‘ framva‘rid‘its 
means for securing the screen fabric to the frame. 
-‘Embodiment of the invention comprises; side d‘ande'end 

‘r-ails,~'~and *attaehments between‘ the \several- rails‘ at i‘th‘e‘ir 
iends -to‘~f0rm'la: rigid frame that borders the‘scre'en. l-Each 
'ra'il‘ comprises a body and a ‘trim; both ‘of-sheet material,‘ 
v“sheet =‘metal 1being1 used- which ‘is’ formed ‘by bending *it‘to 
1ithe"~desired contour. Each body‘ and "trimi'c'omp'ris'es' a 
-‘ strip "of ‘the '- ‘sheet material, 'i which " is :iforme'ideto ‘include 
tseverali ipanels ' extending lengthwise and being-arranged 
*avidthwise, l't-he several‘ panels beingl'forme'cl‘byiberidsi be; ' 
‘\ltWeen "panels that "extend throughout "the 5' length er "the 
strip. Thus, no-v compound‘ forming -‘is- required to?form 

~~‘-the‘~mater-ial. 
‘E'achb'o'dy comprises‘ a 'faceipaneli‘that-‘extends width: 

“wise to’ its; ‘edges ‘ constituting'inside"and' outside‘ edges‘ ‘of 
‘ii'the-"framez‘border, "the vface panel oft-the: body" constituting 
Via-‘face of’the screen frame. An'e'dge pan'eliprojects *lat 
erally from the face panel ~along‘~‘~the"outsideframesedge 

i 7th'efeof1to the-extent of - the‘ thickness‘ ‘oflthe‘ screen‘ft‘ame, 
*arldconstitutes the edge'of'thescreenframe. 

‘iThetmeans‘forlsecuring-ithe Yscreenifabrid tdithe‘frame is 
"a holderinblu’cléd linreach “"body,‘ ea’c’h‘ hoI'cl‘erlaJS'OZ-béing 
“termed by‘ ib‘en‘ds which extend~‘c‘ontinuously of thei-le?gth 
3b 
Tface 'lpanelt-ibe'tween"iinsideland out-sideframe-edgéSs, z‘and 
icomprises‘ta‘itrou'gh extending throughout-‘thelleng‘th b?fthe 
“strip. {Elie trough-isldepresse'd orlp'roje'ctedwlnto' th sur 
rfacervof Ithe'iZfaGepaneIJthat'Eforms“théface surface the 
screen frame,1=and' projects‘. ‘out ofithelopposite? surfaceiof 

'llth'eilb‘odyito icon'stittlte- al'ridge. ‘The: rid'geiprojectsé'away 
l'fro‘m ‘ztheiisame side 'of' thei‘body as?thei‘iedgeqaanehitand 
lsthusirbecomeszcontainedwithinktherscreeniframelwhere it 
iris-'coveredf-and hidden‘by the trim. 

The ‘I-trim comprises ‘ 1a Zlengthwise 1 face-panel i‘b'e‘tw'een opposite bordering or edge panels, whichil-forrms'ia face‘i'of ' 

ethe: ‘screen frame,’ the? face; apanel?beingi montoured'r'in ac 
‘:cordancev-with Ethe desired; icontourliofi itheacorrespondi'ng 
~.-face "of I the @frame. The rtrim His adapted ‘to wbeuplaced 
ragainstzth'e 5body 7015 l‘theridgewside thereof, witht'the >bor- 1,65 
dering panels of the trim contacting-the>bodyv continuously ' 

"lengthwise Rface-to-faceon ‘respective oppositel'sidesro'f the 
:ridge. {The bordering panels-Tthenware :secured \to {the-{body 
wallongv-l-areas :of- contact ibyispot-weldingrfor?example. , iThe 
v(face)panel~of=~the trim is‘raised,"whereby:thetrim-bridges N 
Pthe-Jfabric-hol'ding "ridge; of I theiibodyv-which it: Acoverswand 
which thereby is enclosed and hidden under the face panel 

fith'eistrip. lTh'e holder/‘of eachl'bo'cly isi‘c'ontaine‘d inl’the .950 
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edi’ithedrim;itialso- adds sti?ness to the railriand makes 
1‘ the frame‘more' rigid. 

'TDhel-trough' of-i'the holder comprises a-throat bf‘pre'de 
termined width, and ai'baseE that is somewhat ‘wider. ~An 

5 vfelongated ins'ei'ti?ts'into'the throat of the trough,'-and is 
for f a ‘ fthi'ckn'e'ss‘vwhich, including‘ two ‘ thicknesses of ‘the 
:screenfabricgis aI-tight ?tithat ‘must be forced through the 
‘Tthroat. I'Fhe ins'ert,"-Withra layer of screen fabric~wrapped 
:around it,{.?ts':snu'gly in ithel‘base of the trough. ‘A vpiece 

10 of screenuiswapp‘lieditoi the frameionthe trough side of-the 
i'rail1bodies,'--and‘ with its edgesalong the troughs‘of the 
'severalrrails. F'An insert is'rplaced‘along the‘ ‘throat? thereof 
‘to seat'inithe 'base. thymeans‘ofi'this simpleoperation, 
"the? screen ifabricrisi?rmlysecured "along its/edges’ tol'the 

15 ' frame, ::and . 'the1process ‘ ‘of'rsecuringi the screen‘ fabric‘ to 
Ytheframeis quick and inexpensive. 

The‘ screen'iframe' of I the ‘ present invention 'is ' adapted 
‘vtowbewassembled'by the: rapid “andinexpensive‘proceSsof 
vsp‘ot-welding. 

iBodyhan'dttrim "each 'of'the:severa1 side- andelid rails 
ware preferablyamade'alike. Thusga single set‘ of 'diesfor 
.>the<"body, and/another: set 'o?v fdies Yfori the trim,‘ suf?cient 
ntotproduce- side and‘iend‘ rails. ‘Body land “trim ' 'stn'p ‘are 
formed in suitable production lengths; and-are cut to=small 

25 her lenfgths'that-aare:appropriate'fonsideand-end rails. The 
w-en'ds ‘ofiside an'd'rendrraihflengths‘foflbody lan'd trimiare 
cut; on: the'ubias'toaproduce ;‘the? frame’ with bevelled ' or an 
gled : corners. :Intthe- case of 'Oneior‘thef other, "or? both, 

~of the sideiand end'rails, the.‘ endsir‘are'‘cutiito'v inollide‘tabs 
30‘ rthat [Project Beyond ‘the?lline' of‘5 bias‘ cut, “ and‘ these ' "tabs 

eoverlap-face-torface onto companion'surfaces bf'the’next 
tadjacent like-‘side orrenclv rail’ipiece. Thus, with-‘matched 
ebiasedt endacuts ro'f nexteadjacent‘ side‘andten‘d ~rail7‘pi'eces 

> abutting, nthe tabs ‘enable “adjacent i‘rails'i-to“ be‘ secured ‘to 
35 each other at the corners'ofthe‘iframe'by-spot weldsywh'ich 

‘sis preferred :because of‘ their-‘quickness and-'low‘cost‘ of the 
woperatio'n. 

vl'n'v theitparticularr structureiof ‘ the: disclosure, ithe‘bo'dies 
aofathevseveral-side and end'rails 'are- ?rstY-a'ttache‘d'to each 

40 eother at-the corners ofathei‘frameuotrcomplete' ‘theiframe 
.-border. wThereafteryeach-side and-end rail‘is'co'mpl'eted 
tby-a corresp'ondingztrinibeing-attached to its-body. ‘Trims 
<- of adjacent-side and‘ end 'rails ‘ are ‘not. secured" directlyL to 
teach otheriat’the cornersof the frame, w'andi'this‘ lowers’the 

45 -':cost» oftproduc-tion. 
'Eheprinciplesi of 'theinventionlw‘ill be understood‘ more 

fully from the. accompanying! drawings‘ which; show‘ one 
apractic'al embodiment thereof,‘ and in which 

r-Ei'g. -_l is ran=elevation ‘facing a screen 1 embodying ‘the 
rpresentinvention, 

‘Fig.1 2-is-ian elevationof the1screen'of Fig; l‘ on vaz'g'r‘e‘at 
Ely enlarged scald-and with parts broken away, 

@Eig. is-‘an ielevationshowing ‘ a ‘detail Yeti/Fig. V2, with 
-:-a break-‘away for clearness of‘ illustration, 

.4 ds , an: exploded elevation, illustrating; a"step ‘Yin? the 
process of assembliug'the screen of'Fig. 1, 

Fig. .5 ‘is. an exploded elevation, illustrating = another 
.step .inntheprocess of assembling the‘ screen of-Figul, 

‘Fig. '6‘is a cross.-section,..taken on line 6—6_ oflF/igv2, 
Fig. 7 is a cross-section,.vtaken on line'7—-7..of Fig. -2, 
Fig.8 is a crossasectiomitakenon line ,8-—-8‘0f "Fig. 

"VZJand 
Fig. ‘9"is across-section, taken on’ line"9--”9 of Fig. 4. 
A screen embodying the present invention comprises 

»a frame,'iillustrated generally at '11, 'Fig. ‘l, 'to which 
vione‘or‘inore ‘areas 1215f screen‘fabric are attached'at 

' i=theirir'edges. . _ 

' ;Framei11fconsists of side rails 15 and en'dgrails :16, 
avvhich {are talike generally and are i-‘distingiuished ‘pri 
.---marily‘:by theirrrespective positions =in the frame. I‘The 
aside'sand-zf end‘ rails 1-15 .and '16' are; arranged Eto iform'ithe 
frame 11, Which borders the area of the screen, and are 
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attached to each other at their ends to constitute corners 
17 of the frame. 

Pig. 1 shows a full-length screen, so called, and com 
prises the additional cross rail 18, which extends from 
one to the other of the side rails 15, and is attached to 
each at its respective opposite ends. Two smaller areas 
of screen fabric 12 are secured to frame 11, respectively 
above and below the cross rail 18. 
Each side rail 15 or end rail 16 consists of a body 

20 and a trim 21, Figs. 2, 3, 6 and others. Frame 11 
is made of sheet material, aluminum sheet being the 
material of the disclosed embodiment, and each body 20 
and each trim 21 is made of a strip of the material 
and is formed to the desired contour by bending. 
Each body 20 of either a side rail 15 or an end rail 

16 comprises a lengthwise face panel 22, the surface 
on one side of which constitutes the face surface of one 
side of frame 11. Widthwise, the face panel 22 extends 
from the inner edge 23 to the outer edge 24, which edges 
correspond with the inner and outer edges of frame 11. 
In addition to face panel 22, the strip of body 20 com 
prises the edge panel 25, which extends, widthwise of 
the strip of body 20, beyond the outer edge 24 of face 
panel 22. Edge panel 25 extends continuously length 
wise of the strip, and it projects laterally away from 
face panel 22, by means of a bend along the line 24, to 
the extent of the thickness of frame 11, thereby con 
stituting the outer edge of the frame. 
A holder for the screen fabric 12 is embodied in the 

several bodies 20 of side and end rails 15 and 16 of 
frame 11. The holder comprises a trough 27 lengthwise 
of panel 22 between inner and outer edges 23 and 24. 
Trough 27 is projected into the face surface of face 
panel 22, and out of the opposite side to constitute 
the ridge 28. Edge panel 25 and ridge 28 project from 
the same side of the strip of face panel 22, and this 
structure positions the ridge 28 within the thickness of 
frame 11, where it is enclosed by the trim 21 in a 
manner to be described hereinafter. 
As seen in Fig. 6, the trough 27 with its insert 29 

constitutes a holder for screen fabric 12. Trough 27 
comprises a throat 30, into which the insert 29 fits tight 
ly, and a base 31, into which the insert seats snugly. 
Insert 29 constitutes a rod that extends along trough 
27, and is cylindrical in the disclosed embodiment. The 
diameter of rod 29 plus two thicknesses of screen fabric 
12 is slightly greater than the throat 20 of trough 27, 
and constitutes a force ?t. Insert 29, with screen fabric 
12 wrapped around it, is driven through the throat 30 
into the base 31, where it ?ts tightly and holds the 
screen fabric 12 secured ?rmly in frame 11. 

All the bodies 28} of the side and end rails 15 and 16 
are alike. Body strip is made in convenient production 
lengths, and is cut into shorter lengths that are appro 
priate for side and end rails 15 and 16. The face and 
edge panels 20 and 25 are formed in a production length 
of body strip, by a bend at 24 that extends throughout 
the length of the production strip, and the trough 27 
also is formed by lengthwise bends to extend throughout 
the length of the strip in a similar manner. Thus the 
bodies 20 of side and end rails 15 and 16 are made with 
a single set of dies, their structure also contributing to 
simple and low-cost assembly for reasons that will ap 
pear herein?ter. In addition, it will be observed that 
all the forming is done with simple, straight-line bends, 
thus eliminating the costly forming dies that are re 
quired for complex contours. 
The side and end rail lengths of body strip 20 are 

cut on a 45° bias at their ends to form the bevelled 
or angled corners 17 seen in Figs. 1 and 2. The inner 
and outer edges 23 and 24 of adjacent bodies 20 of side 
and end rails 15 and 16 meet at the corners 17, as also 
the troughs 27. Thus, the complete holder for an area 
of screen fabric 12 is an endless trough 23 that extends 
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all around the frame, and engages the fabric area along 
the edges of its four sides. 

In the disclosed embodiment, body 20 of each side rail 
15 is cut on the bias 33, as seen in Fig. 4, along each of 
its opposite end edges. Of end rails 16, the bodies 20 
are cut on the bias 34, and the cut 34 abuts against the 
bias cut 33 of the adjacent side rail when the corner 
17 is secured to assemble frame 11. The cut of each 
end edge of bodies 20 of end rails 16 also include the 
inner and outer tabs 35 and 36, which extend beyond 
the biased line 37, 38, of cut 34. Tabs 35 and 36 over 
lap corresponding surfaces of the adjacent side rail. The 
metal of tabs 35 and 36 is joggled along the line .37, 38, 
for close abutting relationship between cuts 34 and 33, 
and to position face panels 22 of side and end rails 15 
and 16 in the same plane when tabs 35 and 36 engage 
in face-to-face relationship with corresponding surfaces 
of the face panel 22 of side rail 15. Spot welds in the 
areas of tabs 35 and 36 secure the corners 17, this 
method of assembly being preferred for its low cost 
and quick production. 
Edge panels 25 in bodies 2% of side rails 15 are ex 

tended at their opposite ends. ‘and are bent at 39 to 
form tabs 40, Figs. 4 and 9, which ?t inside edge panels 
25 of adjacent end rails 16, and in face-to-face engage 
ment as seen in Fig. 2. Spot welds in the areas of tabs 
40 completes the securing of side and end rails 15 and 
16 to each other at the corners 17. - 

If greater rigidity of frame 11 is desired or required, 
additional inner and outer stiffener panels 41 and 42 
may be added as shown. 

Stitfener panel 41 is formed by a lengthwise bend 
along the inner edge 23 of face panel 22 and constitutes 
the inner edge of frame 11. Stiffencr panel 42 is formed 
by a lengthwise bend along the edge 43 of edge panel 
25. A production length of body strip is made with 
added width to provide added metal for the stiffener 
panels 41 and 42, which are formed by the bends along 
lines 23 and 43 as part of all the forming operations. 
Each sti?ener panel 41 and 42 is projected laterally 
away from its next adjacent panel, 22 and 25 respectively, 
to the extent required for the desired stiffness. 

It will be observed that stiffener panel 41, at the inner 
edge 23 of frame 11, provides added stiffness through 
the thickness of the frame, and stiffener panel 42, being 
at right angles to panel 41, provides stiffness to its rail 
in the direction face-wise of the frame. The result is 
added sti?ness two-dimensionally. 
By the method described hereinbefore, the entire 

border of frame 11 is completed by the proximate ends 
of bodies 20 of side and end rails 15 and 16 being secured 
to each other at corners 17 by means of spot welds in the 
areas of tabs 35, 36 and 40. Bodies 20 only complete 
the border of frame 11. Under preferred practice, 
trims 21 are secured to their respective bodies 20 later, 
in a manner that will be described hereinafter, and the 
trims 21 are not secured directly to each other at the 
corners 17, excepting by the bodies 20 being attached 
to each other by means of tabs 35, 36 and 40. 
A trim piece 21 comprises a strip of the material 

formed to comprise- a face panel 46 between opposite 
inner and outer securing panels 47 and 48 extending 
continuously widthwise of the strip, the securing panels 
47 and 48 constituting bordering panels of the strips that 
form trims 21. 
Trim 21 is secured to body 20 to form the face of 

frame 11 opposite the face that constitutes face panel 22 
of the body. Each trim piece 21 comprises a face panel 
46 between opposite securing panels 47 and 48 extending 
continuously widthwise. 
Trim 21 also is formed in convenient production 

lengths, and is cut into shorter lengths that-are appro 
priate for trim of side and end rails 15 and 16. The 
several panels 46, 47 and 48 are formed to extend 
throughout the production length of a strip of trim 21. 
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The face panel 46 ofitrir'n 21'. forms the face of frame 
11 that is; opposite the face that ‘constitutes the face panel 
22 of body 20. Face panel 40 is raised to bridge the 
ridge 28v of body 20, which it covers- and‘ hides Secur 
ing panels 47 and 48 are ‘formed to engage each a. com 
panion panel‘ of body 20, the several. companion panels 
of the body being, on respective oppositesid'esof ridge 
28. 
As seen in Fig. 6, outer securing panel 48 is formed 

to engage the inside surface of edge panel 25 of body 20, 
which it contacts face-to-face continuously along, its 
length, the contact along edge panel-.25 being along its 
length adjacent to the outer stiffener panel-.42 ofv the 
body. Securing panel 48 is formed by the bend. along, 
the outer edge 49 of face panel€ 46,. the bend being at. 
right angles and. sufficient to raise face. panel-'46 above 
the ridge 28 of body 20. 

Inner securing panel 4'7 is formed to engage. the. side. 
of body 20 opposite the face surface of. frame .11 pro 
vided by the body 20, engagement being along the trim 
and face-to-face with a companion surface of face panel 
22 adjacent to inner sti?iener panel 41. as. seen: in Fig. 6. 
The inclined panel 50 between face panel 46 above the 
securing panel to be over ridge 28, and is formed by the 
reversely directed bends 5'1 and 52. 
Trim 21, with its securing panels 47 and 48 positioned 

in face-to-face engagement with body 20 as seen. in Fig. 
6, is secured to the body by spot welds along the securing 
panels‘ 47 and 48. 

Trim pieces 21 are cut‘ diagonally along bothv end‘. edges 
at 53, Fig. 2, and are secured to their respective corre 
sponding bodies 20 after the several bodies have been 
secured ‘to each other at the corners 17' as hereinbefore 
described to border the frame. 
proximate ends of adjacent side- and end-rail trims 21 
abut against each other, and the trims are held in frame 
11 by each being secured to its corresponding body 20. 
Adjacent trims 21 are not secured directly to each other. 
The screen of the disclosure is full length, and com 

prises two areas of screen fabric 12, instead of a single 
panel to cover the entire area of the frame 11. Cross 
rail 55, Figs. 1 and 2, is positioned between opposite 
end rails 16, and is secured at its opposite ends to oppo 
site side rails 15. 

Cross rail 55, Fig. 8, also consists of a body 56 and 
a trim 57, respectively corresponding with the body 20 
and trim 21 of the side and end rails 15 and 16. Body 
56 and trim 57 are formed each of strip in convenient 
production lengths, and are cut to appropriate lengths 
for cross rail pieces 55. 
Body 56, Fig. 8, is formed to comprise a face panel 

58 extending widthwise to opposite edges 59. Face panel 
58 is formed to comprise two troughs 60 adjacent each 
other and between the edges 59 of the panel. Both 
troughs 60 are projected into the surface of one side of 
body 56 that corresponds with a face of the screen frame 
11, and project from the opposite side of body 56 to con 
stitute ridges 61. Each trough 60 and its ridge 61 is 
formed the same as troughs and ridges 27 and 28 of side 
and end rail body 20, and form a matching fit as will be 
seen hereinafter. 
The widthwise distance between each trough 60 and its 

adjacent edge 59 is the same as between a trough 27 and 
its adjacent inner edge 23 of body 20. The structure 
along each edge 59 of a body piece 56 of cross-rail 55 
is the same as, and matches, the face panel 22 of body 
20 of side and end rails 15 and 16 along an inner edge 
23. 

Accordingly, body 56 is formed with a stiffener panel 
62 along each edge 59, which projects from the same 
side of the body as ridges 61, stiffener panels 62 each 
being the same as, and matching, inner stiffener panel 41 
of body 20 for side and end rails 15 and 16. 
As seen in Fig. 5, each end edge of a cross-rail body 
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56. is cut. with 45'“ bias 64‘ on each side, with the tab 
projecting from the end of the piece at its widthwise 
center. Additional tabs 66 project beyond the. lines of 
the biases 64' with one. along each. At the point where 
cross rail 55-‘ is to- be joined to a side rail 15, body 20'of 

side rail is notched to comprise two bias cuts .67 that 
match the respective bias. cuts. 64 of cross-rail 55, and is 
provided with the lengthwise cut 68 between them. The 
metal. is joggled along, the lines of bias cuts 64, and simi 
larly along the. line. 70 atthe- location of tab. 65. 

Tab: 65’ overlaps body 20. of side rail .15 on“ one side 
of ‘ridge. 28,. and on. the other side of the ridge- the tabs 
66. overlapathebody, the tabs‘ 65 and 66 bearing against. 
body 20 face-to-face. and being secured thereto by spot 
welds. In this manner, the cross-rail 55 is secured at 
its ends to the side-rails 15, as seen in Figs. 1 and 2. 
Iogg-Les 69 and 70. permit bias cuts. 64.v of body 56 to 
abut against. bias cuts 67 of body 20, and position the 
face panels 58 and 22: ina common plane to constitute; 
one face of the frame 11. 

lit will. be observed that each trough 60 meets. a trough 
2'1 of side panei 15 end: to end, and forms twoc'ontinnous 
troughs around respective. frame areas above and below 
cross+rail 55, forsecuring- the edges of two areas of screen 
fabric 12 tozframel-I as seen. in Figs. 1‘, 2 and 8. 

The: trim 57‘ of. cross-rail 55 is formed to comprise face 
paneli72. between securing panels 73' along respective oppo 
site edges and: distributed widthwise. Trim 57 is formed‘ 
in both directions widthwise to match trim 21 along inner 
edges. The face panel! 72 bridges both ridges 61 of body 
5:6: on respective opposite sides of both ridges and adjacent 
to’ the respective stiffener panels: 62‘, a seen in Fig; 8. The 
inclined. panels 74, formed by oppositely directed bends 7’5 
and 76,. are disposed one between eachsecuringtpanel 73 
and the face panel 72, and raise the. face‘ panel ‘72.4 above 
ridges 61 as seen in Fig. 8. 
Trim 57 of cross-rail 55 is not secured directly to trim 

21 of side rail 15, but is attached thereto by being secured 
to its body 56 by spot welds along the securing panels 73. 
The end edges of trim 57 are ‘cut to include the bias cuts 
77, Fig. 2, that bear against the inclined panel 50 of side 
rail trim 21, between the squared cut 78 that lies adjacent 
to the bend 52 as seen more clearly in Fig. 7. 
As seen most clearly in Fig. 3, body 56 of cross-rail 

55 is ?rst secured at its ends to body 20 of side rail 15. 
Trim 21 is then secured to body 20 of side rail 15, and trim 
57 is thereafter secured to body 56 of cross-rail 55 to com 
plete assembly of the frame. 
The ?nished structure is seen in Fig. 1, and more in 

detail in Fig. 2. 
The disclosed structure is one practical embodiment only 

of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a structure for screens, a frame and a panel of 

screen fabric held thereby, the frame comprising side 
and end rails bordering the area of the screen, each rail 
constituting a body and a trim both formed of sheet 
material, each body constituting a strip of the material 
formed continuously widthwise to comprise a face panel 
of the frame and an edge panel of the screen, each face 
panel of a body extending widthwise to the inner and 
outer edges of the frame border and comprising a holder 
for the screen fabric extending lengthwise of the face 
panel between its inner and outer frame edges, each holder 
comprising a trough projected into the side of the face 
panel that constitutes the face of the frame and projected 
as a ridge out of the opposite side of the face panel, the 
edge panel projecting laterally from the face panel on 
the ridge side thereof to the extent of the thickness of the 
frame, each trim being positioned on the ridge side of 
its corresponding body and being formed of a strip of the 
material continuously widthwise to comprise a securing 
panel along each of the edges of the strip and a face panel 
between the securing panels, the securing panels engaging 
the body face-to-face on respective opposite sides of the 
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ridge and being secured to the body along their lengths, the 
face panel of the trim being raised to bridge the ridge 
of the body, the several rails being positioned end-to-end 
to form the frame continuously along the border of the 
screen, and being secured to each other at their ends. 

2. In a structure as de?ned in claim 1, each body com 
prising a stiffener panel extending lengthwise along each 
of the edges of its strip and projecting laterally away 
from its next adjacent panel. 

3. In a structure for screens, a frame and a panel of 
screen fabric held thereby, the frame comprising side and 
end rails bordering the area of the screen, each rail ‘con 
stituting a body and a trim both formed of sheet material, 
each body constituting a strip of the material formed con 
tinuously widthwise to comprise a face panel of the frame 
and an edge panel of the screen, each face panel of a body 
extending widthwise to the inner and outer edges of the 
frame border and comprising a holder for the screen 
fabric extending lengthwise of the face panel between its 
inner and outer frame edges, each holder comprising a 
trough projected into the side of the face panel that consti 
tutes the face of the frame and projected as a ridge out of 
the opposite side of the face panel, the edge panel pro 
jecting laterally from the face panel on the ridge side 
thereof to the extent of the thickness of the frame, the 
several bodies being positioned end-to-end to form the 
frame border continuously and being secured to each other 
at their ends, each trim being positioned on the ridge side 
of its corresponding body and being formed of a strip of 
the material continuously widthwise to comprise a secur 
ing panel along each of the edges of the strip and a face 
panel between the securing panel, the securing panels en 
gaging the body face-to-face on respective opposite sides 
of the ridge and being secured to the body along their 
lengths, the face panel of the trim being raised to bridge - 
the ridge of the body. 
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4. In a structure as de?ned in claim 3, a cross rail 

between the end rails and extending lengthwise from side 
rail to side rail, the cross rail comprising a body and 
a trim each formed of a strip of the sheet material, the 
body of the cross rail comprising a face panel and a holder 
for the screen fabric extending lengthwise of the face panel 
between the edges of the cross-rail body, the holder of the 
cross rail comprising a trough projected into the side of 
the face panel that constitutes the face of the frame and 
projected as a ridge out of the opposite side of the face 
panel, the cross-rail body being secured to the opposite 
side-rail bodies at its respective opposite ends, the cross 
rail trim being positioned on the ridge side of the cross-rail 
body and being formed of a strip of the material continu 
ously widthwise to comprise a securing panel along each 
of the edges of the strip and a face panel between the 
securing panels, the securing panels of the cross-rail trim 
engaging the cross-rail body face-to-face on respective 
opposite sides of the ridge and being secured to the body 
along their lengths, the face panel of the cross-rail trim 
being raised to bridge the ridge of the cross-rail body. 
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